
Additional Information for TOUGH3 Installation 

1. Introduction 

TOUGH3 installation uses cmake scripts to perform the compilation of the source codes, which 

involves download of the dependent libraries, compilations of libraries and TOUGH3 source 

codes, linking with the libraries, and installation of the software. The dependent libraries include 

PETSC, AZTEC, Metis, parMetis, BLAS, and  LAPACK. Users may face challenging in 

TOUGH3 installation as it is difficult to get the whole procedures performed successfully. After 

analyzing the installation cmake scripts and examining the installation problems raised by the 

users, I realize that the most popular reasons caused installation failure are the installation 

PETSC, and the configure for linking of dependent libraries. In order to make the TOUGH3 

installation more reliable, the following actions have been taken: 

(1) Avoid download of any library package during installation procedure. All required library 

packages will be provided with the TOUGH3 software package. 

(2)  Separate the PETSC installation from the TOUGH3 installation. PETSC must be installed 

before starting of TOUGH3 installation. 

(3) Remove unnecessary library installations and link. 

(4)  Debug the cmake scripts, fix the potential bugs. 

The new TOUGH3 package is expected to be more easy to install. 

2. Preparation of the installation files (only required for using original 

installation package) 

The original TOUGH3 Ver 1.0 installation package has following directory structure: 

1 TOUGH3-Codes 

             2.1 esd-tough3 

                         2.1.1 cmake 

                         2.1.2 manuals 

                         2.1.3 samples 

                         2.1.4 scripts 

                         2.1.5 src 

                                                          2.5.1 aztec_interface 

                                                          …… 

                                                          2.5.6 t2-solver_interface 

                         2.1.6 tpls 

              2.2 esd-toughlib 

                         2.2.1 cmake 

                         2.2.2 src 

                         2.2.3 tests 

                         2.2.4 tpls 

 

Figure 1. TOUGH3 file directory structure 



Many files in the installation package must be replaced and several additional files must be 

included. Following is the list of files needed for new installation: 

 

 
Figure 2. list of the new installation files 

 

These files must be copied into or replace the files in original installation packages: 

 

(1) Replace the TOUGH3-Codes/esd-tough3/CMakeLists.txt by esd-tough3_CMakeLists.txt  

(2) Replace the TOUGH3-Codes/esd-tough3/configure.sh by esd-tough3_configure.sh 

(3) Replace the TOUGH3-Codes/esd-toughlib/CMakeLists.txt by esd-

toughlib_CMakeLists.txt 

(4) Unzip file esd-toughlib_petsc_cmake.zip in TOUGH3-Codes/esd-toughlib (2.2, see 

Figure 1) 

(5) Copy the files under folder /esd-toughlib_tpls/ to  TOUGH3-Codes/esd-toughlib/tpls 

(2.2.4, see Figure 1) 

(6) Replace the TOUGH3-Codes/esd-toughlib/tpls/CMakeLists.txt by esd-

toughlib_tpls_CMakeLists.txt 

(7) Replace the TOUGH3-Codes/esd-toughlib/TPLVersions.cmake  by esd-toughlib_tpls_ 

TPLVersions.cmake  

(8) Replace the TOUGH3-Codes/esd-toughlib/src/CMakeLists.txt by esd-

toughlib_src_CMakeLists.txt 

(9) Replace the TOUGH3-Codes/esd-toughlib/src/ solver_core.f90 by esd-toughlib_src_ 

solver_core.f90 

(10) Replace the TOUGH3-Codes/esd-toughlib/src/ t2_solver_interface/t2solv.f90 by esd-

toughlib_src_t2_solver_interface_t2solv.f90 

The above file replacements are done by renaming the provided source file to the same name as 

the target file and then copying into the target folder. If you are using the updated installation 

package, you can skip the steps discussed in this section. 

 

 



3. Installation of PETSC 

It seems the newer version of PETSC does not work for TOUGH3. Original readme file suggests 

using version 3.7.x. I have included v3.7.4 in the file package. If you like to try different 

versions, you can download them online. PETSC has a large user community. There is a lot 

information regarding PETSC installation online.  PETSC can be installed at anywhere. I would 

suggest installing at your home directory, ~/petsc. Following several options for configuring the 

PETSC installation may be helpful for late TOUGH3 installation: 

  --with-debugging=0, optimized library for better performance. 

  --download-mpich, if no MPI installed in your computer.  

  ---download-fblaslapack, if no BLAS and LAPACK installed in your computer 

  --with-shared-libraries=0, will build static library. 

  --PETSC_ARCH=arch-t3, TOUGH3 default arch. If you use it, you do not need to specify the 

PETSC_ARCH when configuring TOUGH3 installation. 

Following is the steps for PETSC installation: 

(1) Copy file petsc-3.7.4.tar.gz  to you home directory:  

cp ./petsc-3.7.4.tar.gz ~ 

(2) Unzip and untar the compressed file: 

cd ~ 

tar –xf ./ petsc-3.7.4.tar.gz 

(3) Configure and build PETSC:  

cd petsc-3.7.4 

./configure --with-debugging=0   --with-shared-libraries=0 --PETSC_ARCH=arch-t3 

make 

You need to find out the PETSC directory (PETSC_DIR, can be found by typing pwd in ~/petsc-

3.7.4) and name of build directory (PETSC_ARCH), which is needed in TOUGH3 installation.  

If you have difficulty to install PETSC, do not worry. We still have AZTEC which can also 

perform parallel solving linear equations for TOUGH3. 

4. Installation of TOUGH3 

Once you successfully install PETSC, compilation of TOUGH3 should be easy. You may follow 

the procedure in the readme file provided in original TOUGH3 package to setup basic 

installation requirements.  With the new installation files, the download of third-party libraries is 

avoided. All library packages have been included in the installation package at directory 2.2.4 

(see Figure 1). If you want to use different version of the software, you can save new file at 

directory 2.2.4 and edit “TPLVersions.cmake” for using corresponding version of the library. In 



addition, with the new installation files, you can avoid installation of unnecessary libraries, for 

example: 

(1) Compilation for series version, no any other third-party library required. 

(2) Compilation for parallel version with AZTEC solver only, PETSC compilation can be 

avoided.   

Compilation and installation can be done by running the configure.sh script in the same way as 

descripted in original readme file, except two additional parameters, petsc-dir and petsc-arch 

must be provided. The parameter petsc-dir specifies the installed PETSC directory and petsc-

arch gives the build name. The build name is the name of PETSC build directory. The default 

PETSC build directory can be found in the PETSC installation directory.  

 

Figure 3. PETSC installation directory and arch 

Figure 3 show an example of PETSC installation, which has --petsc-dir= /home/keniz/petsc-3.7.4 

and --petsc-arch=arch-linux2-c-debug. Following gives the examples of different installation 

options: 

(1) For parallel version install with PETSC and AZTEC linear solvers 

./configure.sh --build-type=RELEASE --eos=$EOS_NUM --no-x11 --petsc-dir=$PETSC-DIR 

--petsc-arch=$PETSC-ARCH. 



For example, installation of ECO2N with the PETSC installed as Figure 3, the command will be: 

./configure.sh --build-type=RELEASE --eos=eco2n --no-x11 --petsc-dir=/home/keniz/petsc-3.7.4 

--petsc-arch=arch-linux2-c-debug 

If you use arch-t3 as the build name during installation of PETSC, you do not need specifying    

--petsc-arch parameter for the configure. 

(2) For parallel version install with AZTEC linear solver only 

 If installation of PETSC was fail and you give up, you are still able to run the parallel 

simulations with AZTEC solvers. The use-petsc parameter must be specified with 0 in order to 

avoid usage of PETSC.  

./configure.sh --build-type=RELEASE --eos=$EOS_NUM --no-x11 –use-petsc=0 

(3) For series version installation 

./configure.sh --build-type=RELEASE --eos=$EOS_NUM --no-x11 –use-mpi=0 

The most popular failure reason for unsuccessful installation is the mistakes in specifying the --

petsc-dir and --petsc-arch. If you see following messages (Figure 4) during installation, it means 

that the two parameters or one of them are wrong.  

 



Figure 4. Messages for wrong input of --petsc-dir and --petsc-arch 

Another PETSC related reason causes failure of the installation is that you did not correctly 

unzip the file esd-toughlib_petsc_cmake.zip into TOUGH3-Codes/esd-toughlib. If you do it 

correctly, you should be able to see a folder with name petsc-cmake under the directory 

TOUGH3-Codes/esd-toughlib. The error message for this problem is as Figure 5.   

 

 
 

Figure 5. Message for missing petsc-cmake 

 

The installation procedures discussed in this document are supposed to be correct for all linux-

like system, including Cygwin.  

 

 

 

For more information, contact Kenny at KZhang@lbl.gov   


